PORTFOLIO DATA
VERIFICATION
ENSURING THE
ACCURACY OF YOUR
IP DATA: VERIFICATION
SERVICES THAT SAVE
TIME AND MONEY

If trademark or patent payments are not made within legal
timeframes, a business can lose its IP rights. The implications
of poor management are significant, resulting in revenue loss
and reduced market share.
Claims for patent restoration

By applying our verification

CPA Global can deliver an

are costly and take time to

services your IP is managed

industry-leading service that

process. Valuable IP protection

by an expert and vastly

guarantees the accuracy of

will be suspended until claims

experienced team, reducing

all IP data.

are resolved.

your administrative burden.

CPA Global understands the

CPA Global’s data verification

importance of external IP

services are fast and accurate.

data management, verifying and

Clients can see a fast return

validating the quality

on investment through

of all IP data across all

administrative and legal

relevant jurisdictions.

time saved.
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BENEFITS

FEATURES

The portfolio data verification

The data verification process

service provides:

is designed to synchronise and
collate all IP information into a

• Comprehensive fixed-fee

single document:

quote
• A tailored plan of action

• Review of key patent data

that supports the company’s

fields and equivalent data

IP priorities

from every jurisdiction;

• Fast and efficient data
verification, completed within
30 days
• A dedicated point of contact
• Access to CPA Global’s legal

each national PTO will
be individually reviewed
• Reference to available
public data sources
• In areas where data sources

knowledge and world leading

are not available, CPA Global

IP expertise

will access its global network
of agents

ABOUT CPA GLOBAL
CPA Global is the world’s
leading intellectual property
(IP) management and IP
software specialist, and an
international provider of
outsourced legal services.
With offices across Europe,
the United States and
Asia Pacific, we support
many of the world’s bestknown corporations and
law firms with a range of IP
and broader legal services,
helping them to manage
risk, cost and capacity, and
to realise greater value for
their businesses.

• Online registers are
stringently tested, to ensure
quality data verification
• Data verification reporting
to highlight discrepancies

To find out how CPA Global
can improve the accuracy of
your IP data, please contact:
ipinfo@cpaglobal.com
CPAGlobal.com
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